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IC1 as well as IC13 separates from the liquid. To the left
of hj the pressure curve for IC13 appears, like that of the
hexahydrate in the case of calcium chloride. The broken
line Hj/jB,, that starts from hx and refers to the melting
point of ICIC/J and its lowering by addition of I013 (/h)
and of I2 (/b)> would correspond exactly to the line through
fj if IC1 broke up on melting. Since that is not the case
the existence of a vertical tangent is doubtful, and there
are rather two distinct alterations of pressure caused by
solution of IC13 and of I2 in the 101. To the left of bj the
pressure curve of IC1 reappears. The last branch bici
refers to saturation of liquid iodine with IC1 on rise of
temperature: it ends with a vertical tangent at the melting
point of iodine, where also the pressure curves for solid
and liquid iodine meet.
E.   Physical Equilibrium of Three Substances.
If three different substances are to be dealt with, and,
chemical action being excluded, the possibilities of mutual
solution, &c.j are to be considered, the problem is an exten-
sive one, and its scope and partial solution may best be
given by means of a definite example.
The example is taken from the researches of "Wrightl
on alloys of three metals, which were thus essentially
devoted to the behaviour of mixtures of three metals.
Another case is that of three liquids, acetic acid, chloroform,
and water, and the equilibrium conditions here too, being
easily followed, will be considered in some detail. The
case is most simply studied by starting from the almost
immiscible pair chloroform-water, and following out the
influence which gradual addition of acetic acid exercises.
Gradually increasing mutual solubility is then developed,
f i	like that produced by rise of temperature. The following
numbers indicate the fact:—
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